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EXTENDED ABSTRACT

1 Introduction

A large number of different friction models are presented in the current literature. Today, commercial multibody simulation (mbs)
packages such as Adams, RecurDyn or Simpack offer a limited choice of specific friction models, in particular specific stick-slip
approaches. For instance, Adams users can choose between a regularized static friction model, the dynamic LuGre model and an
Adams-specific friction model to describe stick-slip [1]. This paper applies a practical example to test these friction models with
respect to their runtime performance, their reproducibility of friction phenomena, and their user-friendliness.

2 Friction models in commercial multibody simulation packages

A typical user of these mbs packages is usually limited to the provided friction models for modeling stiction and sliding phenom-
ena. The simplest model provided by Adams and Simpack is a piecewise defined static regularization between friction regimes.
RecurDyn has removed the static regularization for joint friction in version 2023 [2]. In general, a static regularization approx-
imates the stiction behavior by a slow joint creep. To achieve real stiction, mbs package-specific friction models are provided.
These models switch between stick and slip. Each algorithm uses the relative velocity to distinguish between different states to
maintain long-term stick [1, 2, 3]. Adams also offers the LuGre model as a dynamic friction model.

A regularized friction model µ = µ(|v|) is usually defined by three characteristic points: (µ(|v| = 0) = 0), (µ(|v| = vs) = µs),
and (µ(|v| = vd) = µd), where µs and µd specify the static and dynamic friction values and the velocities vs and vd model the
regularization and the attenuation pattern. The LuGre model uses the fictitious velocity vA > 0 and the exponent α = 2 as a
standard to describe the transition from the static friction value µs to the dynamic friction value µd .

In static friction regularization, the friction coefficient µ is calculated by a piecewise defined function, depending on the relative
velocity v. In the first section for |v| ≤ vs the friction coefficient µ(|v|) increases from µ(0) = 0 to the stiction coefficient
µ(vs) = µs. In the second section for vs < |v| ≤ vd, µ(|v|) decreases from µ(vs) = µs to the the dynamic coefficient µ(vd) = µd
and in the third section for vd < |v| the friction coefficient applies to µ(|v|) = µd = const. The transitions can be modeled
in several ways, e.g. using 3rd-order-polynomials (Adams, [1]) or trigonometric functions (Simpack, [3]). Subsequently, the
friction force is given by Ffric =− v

|v|µ(|v|)FN.

The steady-state friction characteristics of the LuGre model is typically computed by the equation

µLG(|v|) = µd +(µs −µd)e−(|v|/vA)
α

(1)

Due to the definition in (1), µLG(0) = µs and not µLG(0) = 0, the LuGre approach as regularization can only be approximated.
Therefore, the approach is slightly modified in section 0 < |v| ≤ vs to represent as a static regularization. Figure 1a shows a

Figure 1: a) Comparison of regularized friction characteristics, b) Simpack specific stick-slip model (refers to [3])



general plot comparing the regularizations. The difference between the 3rd-order-polynomial (STEP-function) and the Sinus-
function is less than 1 %. In addition, Figure 1a shows the regularized characteristics of (1) and the meaning of the fictitious
parameter vA = 1

2 vd.

Specific friction models which include real stiction can generally also be described by a piecewise defined function. For instance,
the second and third section can be formulated similarly as described above. In contrast, the joint displacement x is additionally
considered in the first section. In Adams and RecurDyn the friction coefficient µ(|x|, |v|) is computed in section 0 < |v| ≤ vs as a
function of the relative velocity v and the relative displacement x. The specific stick-slip model in Simpack differs in description
from the others. Simpack distinguishes between the states as shown in Figure 1b and uses a spring-damper element to describe
the stiction behavior.

The LuGre model is a well-known dynamic friction model often described in the literature. It bases on a bristle model that
describes the friction behavior by the dynamics of a bristle [4]. The Adams implementation also takes a normal force dependency
into account [1]. The advantages and disadvantages of this description are well known and can be found in Marques et al. [5],
Åström et al. [6] and Rill et al. [7], among others.

Adams, RecurDyn and Simpack allow users to define and apply own static or even dynamic friction models. Therefore, a static
friction model with a regularization adjusted to the definition of the steady-state LuGre friction characteristics was implemented
in mbs packages.

3 The crane festoon system as a practical friction test bench

The festoon model used by Rill et al. [7] has proved to be a useful practical application, as it combines a variety of friction
phenomena into a general multibody system. This model allows to investigate the breakaway behavior at different pulse loads
as well as the stick-slip effect. Additionally, when the cable trolleys are moved in positive and negative directions, the friction
model must dynamically change the sign of the friction force as a result.

Figure 2: The festoon model used by Rill et al. [7]

4 Conclusion

In this paper, the crane festoon system is proposed as a practical and more suitable friction test bench. The runtime performance
of these models are evaluated using the specific mbs packages as well as in the independent software environment Matlab.
Moreover, all these models are studied with respect to the reproducibility of friction phenomena using the crane festoon model.
The paper will provide an overview of which models can be applied to which issue, as well as how they can be parameterized.
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